Evolutionary relationships among the primate Mhc-DQA1 and DQA2 alleles.
The variation of the Mhc-DQA1 and DQA2 loci of ten different primate species (hominoids and Old World monkeys) was studied in order to obtain an insight in the processes that generate polymorphism of major histocompatibility complex (Mhc) class II genes and to establish the evolutionary relationships of their alleles. To that end nucleotide sequences of 36 Mhc class II DQA1 and seven DQA2 second exons were determined and phylogenetic trees that illustrate their evolutionary relationships were constructed. We demonstrate the existence of four primate Mhc-DQA1 allele lineages, two of which probably existed before the separation of the ancestors of the hominoids and Old World monkeys (approximately 22-28 million years ago). Mhc-DQA2 sequences were found only in the hominoid species and showed little diversity. We found no evidence for a major contribution of recombinational events to the generation of allelic diversity of the primate Mhc-DQA1 locus. Instead, our data suggest that the primate Mhc-DQA1 and DQA2 loci are relatively stable entities that mutated primarily as a result of point mutations.